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With one-third of the Canadian population classified 

as baby boomers (born between 1946- 1965), one 

would assume that most Canadian companies – both 

large and small – have begun their succession 

planning in preparation for the “great turnover”.  

Although fairly prevalent in large businesses, mid-

size and smaller companies struggle to take a pro-

active approach to filling both entry-level and upper 

management positions.  
 

If successfully implemented, a strategic succession 

plan can increase opportunities for high potential 

workers, as well as identify areas where employee 

training and development needs are the greatest. As a 

direct result, positions can be re-evaluated and 

removed rather than having positions unnecessarily 

refilled. Candidates for approaching vacancies can be 

groomed for their future roles and invaluable human 

capital can be retained within the company.  
 

Despite the warnings of a significant turnover, TD 

Waterhouse’ Business Succession Poll (October, 

2011) reports that only 24% of small business owners 

have a succession plan created for their retirement. 

While some family-owned businesses struggle in 

developing a practical succession plan, others neglect 

developing one as they believe  family members will 

inherit their business However, only 30% of family 

owned businesses survive the second generation and a 

mere 12% survive the third. Failing to apply a best 

practice and pro-active approach to succession 

planning will inevitably lead to the ultimate failure of 

the organization or at the very least, result in 

unnecessary costs. 
 

Current problems with many succession plans include 

the over-reliance on current performance as opposed 

to potential. If you judge a fish solely by its ability to 

climb a tree, it will forever think it is useless. When 

positions and incumbents are re-evaluated, many 

companies find cross training opportunities, which 

result in countless savings that would have been spent 

on external recruitment. Notwithstanding these 

potential benefits, selecting external candidates can be 

very beneficial when used as a final approach to 

filling positions of which no internal candidates had 

qualified.  
 

How then, can a company – even small in size – 

create a practical and simple succession plan? The 

following are key best practices essential in 

developing your own: 
 

1. Forecasting is your friend: 

One of the most seemingly obvious steps in 

developing a succession plan is establishing 

whether or not the positions in question remain of 

any value to your organization. If essential, attempt 

to hone in on the most immediate challenges your 

company will face between four (4) to six (6) years 

in the future and determine what skills and/or 

experience you will need for upcoming vacancies.  

When forecasting, remember to take a “through the 

windshield” approach instead of looking through 

the “rear view mirror” in determining future 

position requirements. Skills required can change 

dramatically, as witnessed at General Electric. 

Their past three CEO’s had strikingly different 

backgrounds; 
 

2. Refilling versus Replacing: 

One of the differences between GE and many other 

companies is their decision to avoid “replacement” 

planning. Rather than filling positions exactly 

(either internally or externally), they chose to 

acknowledge other internal candidates that would 
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have been overlooked had they sought identical 

backgrounds. 

This should be avoided because seeking identical 

candidates can result in the same issues recurring. 

Simply put; hiring the same people can result in 

the perpetuation of the same problems. 
   

3. Be a Cave Man: 

Hunting and gathering employees to fill vacancies 

can both be part of succession planning. Internal 

recruitment can increase the morale of current 

employees; especially those who are at a standstill 

on the company ladder. Rather than losing morale, 

or perhaps no longer seeing a future with the 

company, grooming these individuals to become 

future candidates either through mentorship, job 

shadowing or job sharing, can all encourage the 

retention of “at risk” employees who may be 

considering leaving. 

Just as you may decide to headhunt candidates 

with untapped potential from other companies, 

grooming internal candidates is a matter of timing. 

Grooming these individuals too soon may put them 

at risk for potential head hunters, but in failing to 

adequately prepare them, they become of no use to 

their future position. 

While scanning for external candidates can be 

done simultaneously, grooming employees should 

reveal a clear best candidate. If none exist, an 

external should be chosen but in a manner delicate 

enough as to avoid shaking morale of current staff. 
  

4. All in the Transition: 

Management and the chosen successor should 

agree on a first year plan including measurable 

practical metrics or goals, and active engagement 

of leadership that he/she is expected to meet. This 

allows both parties to understand what the 

individual will be held accountable for. Where 

necessary, some companies choose to develop a 

coaching plan for the first year of the transition. 

This is ideal for upper management positions 

where support may be of greater necessity to 

provide a smooth transition when dealing with an 

array of new responsibilities. The plan is set to 

align the incumbent with a coach who offers 

neutral support and may even facilitate the 

successor in continuing personal work that he/she 

had begun before becoming involved with the 

development process. 
   

While many companies delay developing a succession 

plan, a former professor warned: “we create 

succession plans because we believe in the ‘hit by a 

bus theory’. We would rather plan for accidents and 

emergencies in advance because you can.”  Although 

transit safety may not be viewed as your company’s 

most significant threat, accidents and unforeseen 

circumstances happen.  
 

Succession plans are an organization’s safety net. 

Whether used in filling upcoming vacancies or 

unexpected departures, a successfully implemented 

succession plan ensures the smoothest transition for 

your business.  
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